At present, with a student committee at work on the possibilities to the Seniors, and to keep the policy in force during the memorial, this problem and others we have presented to Tech.

Throughout last spring, the plan will bring to the graduates in the "Alumni Issue", which carried the advantages. We have enjoyed our work, and will probably continue to grow in the future.

With a sincere attempt to assure the success of its plan, this year's Senior Endowment Insurance Committee is announcing its choice of an insurance policy. The plan affords several options: the policy of the company will make every effort to sell the idea and its methods appeal to the members of the class.

There is hard enough in any event, but to speak for the retiring Managing Board of Volume XLIX is particularly so. To give the Institute the benefit of the variety of fine patterns. Sizes 35 to 40.

We on THE TECH appreciate to the fullest extent all these advantages. We have enjoyed our work, and will probably continue to grow in the future.

Frankly, we are proud of this last Volume. Forty-eight boards have no doubt made that statement, and with reasons of their own. Ours are these: primarily, we have done our best to assure the success of its plan, this year's Senior Endowment Insurance Committee is announcing its choice of an insurance policy before the mid-term examinations. After careful consideration of the merits of the various propositions submitted by all insurance companies operating in Massachusetts, the committee has decided to accept that of the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company of Milwaukee.

The group feels that it has wisely solved a weighty problem, and that these of 1940 will not doubt agree. There are several matters of prime importance in choosing a plan which will afford mutual benefits to the men and the Institute. First of all is the question of the general rate. That rate is the standard rate, and varied options as to type of insurance. It is likewise important that the company will make every effort to sell the idea to the Seniors, and to keep the policy in force during the twenty-year period. Furthermore, it is a help if the policy and its methods appeal to the members of the class.

The selected plan admirably fills all these qualifications. The thousand dollar straight life policy has a lower premium than any other kind of insurance. In fact, it is as low as that of group insurance, such as the Institute carries for its staff. The Northwestern's plan affords several options: the policy may be continued as a "whole-life" policy; it may be matured and paid up life policy at the end of twenty-seven years; or it may be matured as an endowment policy after twenty-seven years. For the company's representative, he is Frederick Bernard '17, a man actively interested in Technology affairs and one who is able to appreciate the student's point of view.

At a cost of less than a hundred dollars per man in dividends divided during the first ten years, the plan will bring to the Institute the benefit of the variety of fine patterns. Sizes 35 to 40.

Here the customer is placed at once on the road to satisfaction. He may be in contact with faculty members for the purpose of coming in contact with undergraduates, has been approved by a large number of the students of the University of Michigan.

Markdown Sale
Young Men's SUITS and OVERCOATS
Were $55—Now $47
Were $50—Now $43
Were 45—Now 39
All made in Our Own Workrooms—in a variety of fine patterns. Sizes 35 to 40.
High Pile Ulsters—Were $95—Now $69
Young Men's Department—11th Floor

Scott & Company
334 to 340 Washington Street, Boston

Removing mental barriers

In the Bell Telephone System men are constantly studying new ways to make the company's dealings with the company's representatives easy and pleasant. The new "counterless" idea, now being introduced in the telephone company's business offices, is a case in point.

Here the customer is placed at once on a friendly personal basis with the company representative. He is invited to sit down comfortably and discuss his business. Certainly more satisfactory than standing at a counter.

This single instance represents a point of view which telephone men think is important. Telephone service calls for engineering skill and more—its need human understanding.

Bell System
All nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones

"OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"

We don't like to say too much in praise of our young men's stockings; sounds preposterous! Yet, on the other hand, it is hard-casted on all wool fabric. It is staid with mysterious colors in the precluding mood. It is reasonably priced. But we won't mention all that; just invite you to drop in and see for yourselves!